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Introduction

FGG & FDP in Casework

• Traditional Forensic DNA Analysis (STR analysis) is used to compare reference standards to
evidence samples from crimes. If no reference standards are available, evidence samples may be
entered into a database (CODIS) to provide an investigative lead.
• Forensic DNA Phenotyping (FDP) may be used to generate an investigative lead if traditional
methods fail to provide one. This type of analysis uses differences in DNA sequences to predict
physical characteristics of the donor, such as eye, hair, and skin color. Using this type of analysis
on an evidence sample can provide a “digital sketch” of a suspect.
• Forensic Genetic Genealogy (FGG) is an alternative method to generate investigate leads. This
type of analysis is done by private laboratories. Evidence samples analyzed with this technology
are compared to public and/or private databases to see if any family members of the donor can be
found.
• FDP and FGG are new technologies applied to criminal investigations, and both have ethical,
privacy, and legal implications.

How it works

Figure 1: STR and SNP Alleles
STRs are length polymorphisms - repeated units in the
DNA, shown in the yellow boxes. The number of
repeats varies among individuals. SNPs are sequence
polymorphisms - a single base pair that varies among
people, shown in the blue box
Person 1 STR allele is 2, SNP allele is T
Person 2 STR allele is 3, SNP allele is G

Figure 2: Flow Chart of DNA Technologies in Cases with No Known Suspect: Ideal Scenario
The top row demonstrates traditional forensic DNA analysis. This type of analysis is used in cases with and
without suspects. In cases where no leads are generated through traditional means, investigators may use FDP
or FGG.
FDP: SNPs are used to generate a probable composite “sketch,” which includes things like skin color, eye color,
and hair color. It also includes more specific indicators such as shape of brow, width of face, and nose
characteristics. Sketch is released by the police the same way witness-generated sketches are and police ask for
the public to assist in identifying the person in the sketch.
FGG: Relatedness between individuals is calculated by examining the distance between SNPs due to
recombination events. The more closely related individuals are, the longer the stretches of shared DNA
segments will be. Length and number of shared sequences can approximate relatedness up to fourth or fifth
cousins. DNA profiles are uploaded to public or private databases where they are compared.
*Like any investigative tool, none of these techniques are guaranteed to provide an investigative lead*

Ethical Concerns & Use in China

Table 1: Comparison of STR & SNP Analysis
Traditional DNA analysis examines about 20 loci in non-coding regions - with
no phenotype (outward characteristic). SNP analysis encompasses the whole
genome; some SNP loci are related to phenotypes while others are not.

Ethical Concerns - Misuse in Criminal Investigations
• FDP: sketches provided are generic (many factors not related to SNPs affect how people age/
look); certain phenotypes are more accurately predicted e.g., eyes that are blue or brown are
more accurately predicted than those that are neither or somewhere in between; potential for
generic sketches to increase racial profiling in police investigations.
• FGG: Inherent racial bias in genetic databases as a result of skewed demographic participation
towards European / Caucasian populations; opaque privacy policies; potential for misuse uploading under false pretenses (not as the owner of analyzed DNA)

Recommendations
• Establishment of quality assurance standards and legal regulations for use in the US and abroad
• Establishment of regulatory body to oversee implementation in the US and abroad
• Global commitment to protect genetic privacy and discourage use of this science to justify
eugenics
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• Global commitment to ensure that data used in genetic research does not come from unethical
sources

Figure 3: FDP & FGG in China
Chinese authorities have obtained hundreds of thousands of biological samples from Uighurs under the guise of
“free health checks” that patients are unable to reject. FDP and FGG analysis have been performed on these
samples - some in collaboration with non-Chinese agencies, including universities. Scientific journals are now
beginning to review articles that were published with the data from these samples to determine if the data was
obtained without informed consent and therefore unethically.
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